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A Butterfly of Masterly Adroitness
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Intelligence is a refined form of an insect’s antennae.

Horace Engdahl

The Aurora butterfly has elegant antennae. This butterfly was discovered by the botanist Carl Linnaeus from the Swedish Province of Småland. The Latin name is Anthocharis meaning beautiful flower.

It should be said that women view the world differently from men. In general a woman has other premises, other experiences, maybe even other values. Therefore science needs women.

In addition they are needed statistically as an expression of our renowned equality.

Gunilla Bradley, whom we can liken to the Aurora butterfly, is as sharp as her male colleagues, but she has partially different values and her own particular feelers. She chose to study the role of humans and their opportunities in the modern machinations of society. Humans as an increasingly effective cog in a computerised society is indeed infected territory. The subject is sometimes politically uncomfortable. In such cases she has temporarily closed her wings and waited for morning. Sensibly she soon saw the welcoming biotope in the west, in sun-drenched California.

Working life is ruled by traditions, power structures and economic prerequisites and the adaptation of people to these conditions is under
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